Introduction:
General Comments:
1) I would suggest to introduce the ILD in a more general way, as an excellent detector per-se
for e+e- physics in the range of 90 GeV - 1 TeV. Later we could say that the detector
performance and operation characteristics have been adapted/optimised to the ILC
characteristics.
In this way we say that we are on the ILC project but ILD keeps also some independency
from it and could be re-adapted to other e+e- colliders if needed.
The sequence could be:
a) ILD definition in the context and operation for e+e- collider 90 GeV – 1 TeV
b) Main features of ILD for the physics at these energies. Without mention to SiD or
CLICdp but having them in mind.
c) ILD characteristics, performance and operation for ILC.
Most of sentences are there and there is no need to major changes but I would swap the
order they appear for many of them following my suggestion. As it is sounds more as an ILC
document than an ILD report.
2) In several sentences the language/style used and the topics implied are addressed for ILDILC users who familiar with the ILD environment. This needs to be changed for a more
general reader. For instance:
a) “since the publishing of the DBD”
b) “proto-collaboration”
c) etc..
3) I think that there is an excessive use of the word “ILC” in the introduction. I would say that
ILC appears more times than ILD. Any discussion about “ILC decision or Japan” I would
avoid in the introduction. A generic address to the ILC is essential but not as many as there
at present. I think it is overused.
a) “ILC becomes a real project”
b) “Japan has announced…”
c) “decision on the construction f the ILC …”
d) Etc..
If we think that describing the present situation and context of the ILC is worth being
emphasized I would add a “note” or little section “ILD at ILC: situation and prospects”
following the introduction or at the end of the documents. In this way we can show how
important the ILC is for ILD but in a separate section.

Introduction:
Specific/textual comments:
P1L1: “Ties Behnke, Kiyotomo Kawagoe”, in a separate line
P1L1: “ILD”, define ILD
P1L1: “proposed for the ..ILC” please see general comments 1) and 3)
P1L5: I would first introduce the main characteristics in of the ILD and at the refer to the DBD. As it
is now it seems that the DBD is more important than the new document.

P1L11-12: main comments 1) and 3)
P1L11-12 “..initial energy 250..” I would drop the reference to ILC and put the emphasis on “e+ephysics”
P1L13: “… requires a true multi-purpose detector” redundant with L9. This paragraph is essentially
true for any e+e- collider therefore I would suggest to replace “ILC -> e+e- collider”
P1L18: “In this document ..” I would suggest to delete this line. Is doesn’t add real information and
corresponds more to the final paragraph.
P1L37 “The ILD group...” I would work a bit more on the words “group” and “pro-collaboration”. It
doesn’t read natural and easy. Maybe just avoid the word “group” and try to select better word
than “proto-collaboration”.
è “The ILD ????? has currently some 70 members…”
P2L1: This paragraph I would move into another section or subsection “ILD at ILC”

